Press Release
ASSA ABLOY Announces Integration of IP-Enabled Access Control
Locks with Matrix Systems
NEW HAVEN, Connecticut, December 8, 2020 – ASSA ABLOY Opening Solutions today
announced the integration of its IP-enabled PoE (Power over Ethernet) and Intelligent WiFi
access control locks with the Frontier Integrated Platform from Matrix Systems, a leader in the
enterprise access control industry.
Bruce Rogoff, CEO of Matrix Systems, stated, “The ASSA ABLOY integration furthers our
commitment to open platforms and helping customers secure even more of their facilities.” He
added, “Partnering with ASSA ABLOY gives Matrix the ability to help lower access control costs
to the enterprise organizations we serve across the country.”
The IP integration offers end-users more options for expanding their physical security system
easily and affordably using IP-enabled locks from ASSA ABLOY Group brands Corbin Russwin
and SARGENT. The IP-enabled range include locks that connect to a host system through an
existing 802.11b/g/n WiFi network. The range also includes IEEE 802.3af compliant Power over
Ethernet (PoE) locks that connect to the Local Area Network (LAN) utilizing a single Ethernet
cable for both power and data.
The Frontier Integrated Platform by Matrix Systems provides unparalleled redundancy and
reliability to organizations where security is mission critical. Matrix customers include some of
the nation’s top airports, universities and healthcare systems. Matrix offers products that are
reliable and practical, solutions that are innovative and comprehensive, and built in the U.S.

“The Matrix commitment to delivering the precise level of security an organization needs is an
excellent fit for ASSA ABLOY,” stated Mark Duato, Executive Vice President, Aftermarket, ASSA
ABLOY Opening Solutions Americas. “The integration with our IP-enabled technology supports

that commitment with a solution that makes it easier and more affordable to expand access
control deeper into a facility.”
About ASSA ABLOY Opening Solutions
ASSA ABLOY Opening Solutions leads the development within door openings and products for
access solutions and homes, businesses and institutions. Our offering includes doors, door and
window hardware, mechanical and smart locks, access control and service.
ASSA ABLOY Opening Solutions is part of the ASSA ABLOY Group, the global leader in access
solutions. The Group operates worldwide with 49,000 employees and sales of SEK 94 billion,
with leading positions in areas such as efficient door openings, trusted identities and entrance
automation. Every day, we help billions of people experience a more open world.
About ASSA ABLOY Door Security Solutions
ASSA ABLOY Door Security Solutions combines the expertise of the industry’s most
knowledgeable door opening experts with the comprehensive product offering of leading door
and hardware brands to provide complete solutions to partners and end-users in commercial,
retail, multi-family, government and institutional facilities. Coupling innovative technologies
with insight on specifications, design, support, training and code compliance, ASSA ABLOY Door
Security Solutions works closely with the architectural, security, facilities and integrator
communities to address the many challenges they encounter serving and securing their
customers. www.assaabloydss.com www.intelligentopenings.com
About Matrix Systems
Matrix Frontier hardware and software solutions have been protecting some of the world’s most
challenging enterprise security installations for more than 40 years. We are committed to
developing, deploying, and servicing open-platform, future-proof software and reliable,
sophisticated hardware to keep enterprises secure. At Matrix, you feel secure because you are
secure. Visit us at www.matrixsys.com or contact us at sales@matrixsys.com.
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